
   
Dear Colleague:          June 2015 
 
From the fatal shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson to Joan Rivers’ death following surgery in NY to 
Freddie Gray’s contentious demise in Baltimore, forensic pathologist Judy Melinek, MD has been the 
media’s go-to resource for interpreting some of the most controversial deaths in recent history. She’s 
been “on call” for PBS, NPR, NBC, CNN, MSNBC, DR. OZ, and more. But Dr. Melinek was not born all-
knowing.  In her New York Times bestseller, WORKING STIFF: Two Years, 262 Bodies, and the 
Making of a Medical Examiner—available from Scribner in trade paperback on June 16th—Dr. 
Melinek, along with her husband and co-author T.J. Mitchell, describe her “rookie season” at the 
New York City Office of Chief Medical Examiner.  Starting two months before 9/11, Dr. Melinek was 
one of just 30 doctors responsible for identifying all the remains at the WTC.  
 
The New York Times called WORKING STIFF, "Haunting and illuminating.” The Boston Globe hailed 
it as “Riveting,” and Booklist deemed it “spellbinding.” The Washington Post described this memoir 
as, “An insider’s view of one of the most significant forensic investigations in American 
history...full of smart science. Fans of CSI — the real kind — will want to read it.” 
   
In an interview timed to the paperback publication of WORKING STIFF, Dr. Melinek can discuss: 
 

• Why she wanted to be a forensic pathologist 
• Real-life crime solving, and the truth behind shows like CSI and Law and Order 
• On-the-job training as a detective-doctor in New York 
• The harrowing process of identifying the victims of 9/11 and American Airlines flight 587 
• Judy’s role in grief support, and in providing closure to families after unforeseen deaths 
• How the suicide of Judy’s father when she was young informs her job as a medical examiner 
• True tales—stranger than fiction—from the morgue 
• First Cut, the debut book in a medical examiner detective-fiction series she is writing with 

T.J. Mitchell, and 
• The latest forensic controversies in the news 

 
An associate clinical professor at UCSF Medical Center, Dr. Melinek’s national television and radio 
appearances include PBS NewsHour, NPR's Science Friday and Weekend All Things Considered, 
MSNBC’s The Last Word with Lawrence O’Donnell, CNN/Anderson Cooper 360, The Dr. Oz Show, 
Dr. Phil, Dr. Drew, Mythbusters, and many more.  For additional information and links, please visit 
drworkingstiff.com. 
 
If you would like to arrange an interview with Judy Melinek, MD or T.J. Mitchell about WORKING 
STIFF, please contact me at 917-670-1065 or jill@jillsiegelpr.com. 
 
Best, 
Jill 

 
 

 
	  


